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Html responsive template with slider

Klass Cafe is an HTML restaurant template with Bootstrap structure css v4.5.2. This layout of the site is vivid with a white background... The Graduate School's HTML template is designed for educational websites. The homepage has a full-size video banner with 3 scrolling content boxes... The Ocean
Vibes CSS model has a video banner. There are 5 pages that open in a pop-up content box. Magnific Popup CSS is used in... Diagoona is a CSS HTML template of Bootstrap v4.4.1 layout. This has a semi-transparent diagonal overlay on background images. There's... Comparto is a responsive HTML
layout of a page with a custom lightweight CSS file. You can adapt and apply this layout to your... Simple House is a lightweight CSS model for your restaurant or coffee site. This is a minimalresponsive custom layout. 3 HTML... Search form with image choices can be useful in your data collections. This
HTML form can be customized in any way for your data... This is an HTML page coming soon with a countdown feature and full-page pop-up main menu. The Zoom Image slider makes it attractive. Beauty is an elegant and elegant web page design using circles and sloping boxes. This CSS layout is
minimal and mobile-ready using... The Bootstrap Timeless layout v4.0.0 is a simple list of items on the black and white page. Fade faded text over the video header can be... Eatery is a CSS model of the café and restaurant site. Includes a beautiful image slider, a zoom and white image gallery... Avalon
is a full-width model with event listing. This is a beautiful design based on alternative masonry blocks. Journey is an HTML5 travel and tour template that includes an HTML form for check-in and check-out dates. Content guides are provided for... Letter is a simple HTML form of inscription that includes
zooming in on background images and vincent garreau particle effect. Stacked Template is based on dark blue background images with 3D flip content effect. Show /hide menu icons on the left side. Short is a very small and simple HTML template that is responsive and mobile-ready. Just use this for
your website fast or minimal... The pure HTML template is a simple, minimal, and clean 2-column layout that can be used for any purpose. It supports multiple image... Fluid Gallery is a full-width photo grid web template. This layout used HTML5 CSS3 Bootstrap for responsiveness and ready for mobile
devices. Catalyst is a modern one-page design with a beautiful background. Two columns add gray and white with a little transparent... The top contains several image galleries, sliding background images based on the Hero slider. This is a responsive bootstrap 4 layout. Metro Fit has a gallery of top grid
with a pop-up. This responsive layout is based on Bootstrap 4 alpha 3. It's a blue color. The movement includes different background videos for different pages. This responsive layout is based on Hero Slider and Bootstrap.... App Starter is the free landing page template. This layout has carousel items,
price lists, newsletter and pop-up pop-up Way. Pink... Flat Design used Hero Slider for left and right motion effect page transition. Full page background images set for different pages.... Comila is a one-page template coming up with animated page elements. Yellow, white and black colors are used. The
strategy is an HTML template of a page with Hero slider. Price lists, carousel and contact form are included. Purple and white colors... Classic is a professional website layout with greater flexibility. The pages have different column arrangements. Blog, about, and... The CSS fitness model includes
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